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Abstract
Universities nowadays are confronted with the challenge of offering students sufficient formative feedback about their learning progress. Undergraduates in particular struggle in this almost impersonal learning situation, in contrast to their experience at school. Web-based trainings often do not allow a comparable formative feedback from a teacher, as current Learning Management Systems only offer basal feedback mechanisms. The Learning Management System Analyzation Kit and the Easy Snippet Feedback Edit are software tools that have been developed to overcome this shortcoming. The intuitive design of the software allows teachers to develop small feedback generating programs, which use the educational data of EDM solutions, raw data of the LMS, or just teachers’ individual records to compose individual formative feedback messages for all students. Initial evaluations show that students appreciate this new type of feedback, and that even inexperienced users can easily operate the software.
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1. Introduction

Feedback is one of the most influential factors supporting a student’s learning [1]. Appropriate formative feedback can help students to refine their calibration [2]; therefore, it must consider achieved or unachieved learning goals, besides incorporating proactive suggestions for the future and help for improvements [3]. In contrast, feedback addressing performance issues only in terms of numbers tends to hinder learning [4]. Students who are well calibrated can estimate more precisely what effort is needed to achieve mastery [2]. Otherwise, they are at risk of overestimating their performance, with the result that they might invest inadequate effort in their preparation [5,6].

In light of this, transitioning from school to university is often a challenge for students, as there is considerably less formative feedback than at school [7,8]. Educators are not in a position to satisfy the students’ need of formative feedback, because of large-scale classes and learning that occurs predominantly at home. One way to overcome this shortcoming is the extensive support possible through teaching by web-based learning techniques at universities; movies showing experiments support students’ laboratory preparation [9], animations improve their conceptual understanding about physics concepts such as the expansion and contraction of gases [10], and flipped teaching helps students learn organic chemistry [11]. Within a Learning Management System (LMS), summative tests are typically used to apply and consolidate the topics of a recent learning session, or to ensure sufficient preparation for the upcoming one. Learning objectives which are part of more than one session or even of the whole class are normally not monitored by the LMS, due to the limited feedback possibilities within a LMS. Feedback in current LMSs can be categorized into two types: direct corrective feedback given for a wrong answer; and summative feedback on a total test performance [12]; the latter seems to induce superficial preparation in learners [13]. Consequently, feedback mechanisms in current LMSs are insufficient to allow for thorough preparation and successful recalibration of learners.

1.1. Learning Progressions Hidden in Numeric Data

It is apparent that students generate a vast amount of educational data while learning through online LMS, such as Moodle or OpenOLAT. Teachers must translate this mostly numeric information into a comprehensible form to further support students’ learning processes and to allow them to plan their next learning steps.

However, current LMSs do not use such collected data to provide teachers with sufficient information about their students’ learning [14]. The less information an LMS offers directly to the user, the more information remains hidden in the database behind [15]. Educational Data Mining (EDM) tries to develop tools that unveil such concealed information, but data mining techniques in these tools are often too complex for teachers [16]. Hence, EDM also offers ready-to-use solutions to monitor students’ learning progress [17]. However, these monitoring
opportunities have some limitations in common. They usually need excessive work within the database for reorganization of the stored data into a more accessible form [18], or the usage of the educational data has to be prepared in advanced during the LMS development. Such considerations lead, for instance, to an activity check tool that allows students to monitor their own activities within the LMS [19] or the development of an “early warning system” [20] to alert students who are at risk of failing.

There are rules implemented in EDM solutions, which translate a numeric result into comprehensible information. Critical behavior, for example, is symbolized by a red traffic light. More elaborate feedback, such as offering appropriate learning opportunities, is rarely possible. In order to manage the translation of numeric information into comprehensible formative feedback, we have developed these software tools, the Learning Management System Analyzation Kit (LMSA Kit) and the Easy Snippet Feedback Edit (ESF Edit). These tools work together to close the gap between the vast amount of information within the LMS and the students’ need for more supportive feedback.

2. Developing New Software Solutions

2.1. The LMSA Kit Offers Insights into Students’ Learning

Generating appropriate formative feedback requires a solid, learning-goal oriented data base, which allows to cluster student’s performance. This is provided by the Learning Management System Analyzation Kit (LMSA Kit). This analyzation software tool allows teachers to monitor their students’ learning progress (cf. Figure 1). It is different from other EDM tools, in that teachers would be able perform the analysis on their own, rather than using predefined algorithms. Predefined and ready-to-use Data Mining algorithms are not flexible enough to support teachers in their daily educational business requirements [21].

All conventional EDM techniques make use of students’ educational data stored within the LMS. Teachers cannot access all data which are required by these techniques, nor are they able to implement additional tools in an existing LMS. The LMSA Kit is a software that teachers can use on their personal computers. The prediction algorithms are already implemented and ready-to-use, but the parameters can be recalibrated for special requirements as well. Additionally, tools are built in, which support teachers, especially during recalibration or validation of their estimations.

The LMSA Kit depends only on data exported via export functions within the LMS. All tasks addressing the same learning objective or competency are combined in one criterion within the LMSA Kit. It then uses Matchmaking algorithms like TrueSkill by Microsoft [22] or the ELO rating algorithms [23] to calculate students’ abilities on each specific criterion. In this way, the LMS data becomes more than just information about a test passed or a task solved.

The software extracts information about competency acquisition or attained learning objectives, and presents the results in a comprehensible form to the teacher. In contrast to common techniques like clustering or classification algorithms [21], the LMSA Kit does not necessarily depend on old data material to train the prediction algorithms. In our early trials we could reach average correlations of 0.37 between the prediction of abilities in a criterion and later-earned scores in an exam in this topic [24]. In contrast, the best correlation between a human rater and an automatic scoring system is about r=0.52 [25]. Given the fact that the LMSA Kit uses educational data stored in the LMS to predict results in a future exam, the smaller correlations are not surprising.

The accuracy of the prediction does not render exams unnecessary, nor are the predictions intended to do so. However, it has been shown that high performing students in web-based learning tend to be high performers in the exam, while low performing students are closer to failing [26]. For this reason, the students’ scores in the criteria are not only a useful source of information for educators, it is also important to offer this information to the students, as it may have an effect on their final exam performance. Consequently, the students’ scores in the criteria are an ideal data basis for automated feedback generation within the ESF Edit.

2.2. Transferring Scores into Automated Feedback

Although the LMSA Kit allows one to monitor the competence acquired in a criterion, the information it offers has a clear grading character like teachers’ records, similar to other educational data in the LMS or derived by other EDM techniques. Consequently, the information must be translated into a formative and comprehensible feedback for the students. The simplest and, inevitably, the most time-consuming way is to write the feedback by hand. Other approaches to optimization aimed at simplifying the writing process. The “Electronic Feedback” software, for instance, is such a grading assistant developed by Liverpool University [27], in which teachers define and select different text-templates. Here, the feedback
The feedback generation process is still carried out by teachers, but the time spent on the writing process is reduced. Students seem to appreciate this out-of-the-box feedback as more fair than handwritten remarks [27].

Unfortunately, the “Electronic Feedback” software has some technical limitations. It is not developed as standalone software; it is, instead, programmed as a macro in Microsoft Word. Therefore, adaptions of the software are necessary with every new Office version. This makes the use of “Electronic Feedback” impractical for non-professionals who are unfamiliar with macro programming.

Another approach is to combine the feedback generation process immediately, while grading students’ work. Such software solutions tend to be quite complex in their implementation, and too specific to facilitate broad application. “Goodle GMS” [28] allows one to grade uploaded students’ protocols about analytical chemistry experiments. The scope of use is, on the one hand, limited to a small number of experiments; on the other hand, the technical requirements for the running server environment are high.

“SuperMarkIt” [29] can be seen as an enhanced version of the “Electronic Feedback” software. It is a standalone software, independent of MS Office products, and composes the feedback message out of previously defined text-templates. The software allows the use of a primitive rubric to assign text-templates automatically to earned scores as a special feature. Consequently, it is possible to generate a large number of feedback texts with “SuperMarkIt” on the basis of a score list. In our early attempts to generate feedback for students, we used a similar rubric scheme to translate different students’ scores in the criteria into feedback messages. However, while writing the different text-templates and setting up the assignment rubric, we found that this way of assigning feedback messages is not flexible enough. Cross-relations, such as learning difficulties in two related topics, could not be depicted appropriately by using such a simple rubric. Therefore, we started to develop the ESF Edit. Instead of assigning text-templates to score ranges rigidly, the user becomes a developer of small programs with the support of the ESF Edit, which later assembles the feedback text. In this way, more flexible feedback becomes possible, which better addresses the specific needs of students.

2.3. Structure of the ESF Edit Software Environment

The ESF Edit is designed as an integrated programming development environment (IDE) and an editor for a visual programming language (VPL). The IDE is a software tool for programmers that provides advanced support in developing programs. Additionally, a VPL is integrated, because teachers are not usually programmers. Visual, in this context, means that the program is not written in text lines. Instead, the program is “programmed” by arranging different graphical parts, the so-called snippets, on a worksheet and linking them to each other in a specific logical order (cf. Figure 2). The complete logic of the feedback generation process is built as a visual tree and, therefore, no programming language with a complex structure has to be learned. A VPL shows many similarities to flow charts, which are used to describe a process in engineering subjects (cf. Figure 3).

In addition, VPLs are easy to learn and are often used as an early approach to learning programming [30]. Thus, the VPL used in ESF Edit is an easy-to-use feature that enables teachers to build their own feedback generating “programs”. Specific feedback informing students about their strengths and weaknesses as well as further areas of growth can now be sent to large-scale classes.

In contrast to the “Electronic Feedback System” and “SuperMarkIt”, our software offers additional advantages in generating formative feedback. The ESF Edit is written in C# and compiled against Microsoft’s .Net runtime. It can be considered a standalone software and used like normal applications, in contrast to the “Electronic Feedback System”. The process of feedback generation is separated from the ESF Edit into a library, the so-called ESF Engine. The ESF Engine executes the feedback programs developed within the ESF Edit to write the feedback messages. Thus, the ESF Edit is not exclusively linked to our LMSA Kit. Developers of other programs who are interested in feedback generation using the support of the ESF Edit are free to only implement the ESF Engine. By doing this, the new software can execute...
the feedback generation instructions of ESF Edit programs, in a similar way to the LMSA Kit. This makes the scope of use broader and more flexible compared with “SuperMarkIt”.

The ESF Engine, for instance, is accessible as a COM-Object; therefore, VBA scripts and Microsoft Office macros can also access the functions of the ESF Engine. The ESF Engine can extend Microsoft’s Excel with a feedback generation tool, allowing teachers to translate their score lists directly into electronic feedback. A revised version of the “Electronic Feedback System” as a set of special macros within Word would also be possible. We are convinced that our feedback solution will enrich other EDM applications, as well. Likewise, direct implementation into an LMS is possible, so that feedback can be provided in much greater detail than is possible in existing LMS applications.

2.4. A Feedback Generation Process in the ESF Edit

The feedback generation process in the ESF Edit follows a few, easy-to-learn design rules. There are snippets with different functions that can be placed and arranged by the programmer on a feedback sheet. Snippets possess input and output plugs, which can be connected by wires. The connections describe the logical flow of the feedback generation. Each feedback generation within the ESF Edit can be seen as a line which begins at the start snippet and ends at an exit snippet with other snippets in between, like beads on a string.

On its way from the start snippet to the exit snippet, the logical line usually passes through other snippets. These snippets are the tools to write the feedback and to make it specific. The most important snippets are: the script snippet, the if snippet and the message snippet (cf. Figure 4). The script snippet can be used to execute an underlying script which is, for instance, gathering some information about the student. The script can query scores reached from a database or receive the student’s learning progress within a criterion from the LMSA Kit, like that shown in Figure 3. The information received is stored in variables, which are also available in other snippets, like the if snippet; the most important snippet for the logical flow is the if snippet. There is a condition deposited in the if snippet. If the condition is evaluated as true, the program continues on the left-hand side output plug, otherwise it continues on the right-hand side. Consequently, the logical flow of the feedback generation process can be directed in different ways. Hence, the if snippet is the key to generating individual feedback for the students. Another useful snippet is the message snippet. If the logic flow passes through it, the stored text message is written into the generated feedback text. The message snippet can be seen as a pen that writes the feedback.

The feedback is composed of common feedback blocks for each topic (cf. Figure 5). Firstly, there is a message snippet giving an introduction to the topic. The following if snippets divide the feedback into two versions. If the performance is adequate, the path continues on the left-hand side and runs to a message snippet, which informs about a sufficient amount of preparedness. In the other case, the path continues on the right-hand side and runs to a message snippet which informs about insufficient preparation and offers additional hints and learning opportunities. Most of the time, the path on the right-hand side does not run directly to the end, as it does in the sample depicted. It passes more if snippets and splits up into a more detailed net of pathways to generate more specific and supportive feedback. Finally, all paths lead to a last message snippet giving final information before the feedback generation ends.

3. Evaluation and Usability of the Automated Feedback

This type of formative feedback provided by the ESF Edit is completely new in web-based trainings. There are only a few comparable examples of such implementation [4,13]. Consequently, we aimed at addressing the two following research questions:
1. Does such feedback meet students’ needs?
2. Is the software appropriately designed in a way that teachers can use it without problems?

4. Testing the Automated Feedback with Students

In order to answer our first research question, we tested our feedback software in different laboratory classes. We began with classes that are taught in our institute, and,
after early encouraging results, we tested it in laboratory classes at a neighboring institute to recruit a bigger population. Evaluation of the automated formative feedback was done from two different perspectives: the students’ perceived use (students’ perspective) and the impact on performance in class (institutional perspective).

4.1. Methods

To evaluate the students’ view of the automated feedback, we presented the students with the feedback in the university’s survey system. After students had read their personal feedback text, they were asked to assess different aspects of the feedback received. So, students were asked whether they wish future feedback or not, and how much they thought they could benefit from such a feedback system. To assess the impact of the automated feedback, we compared the final exam statistics in terms of fail and pass rates of classes with and without automated feedback. Except the delivery of the automated feedback, nothing else was changed in the treated classes. Consequently, the differences between the classes presumably resulted only from the feedback. We used Cohen’s d to measure the differences and to get a first insight into the impact of the automated feedback.

4.2. Participants and Data Collection

First, we tested our feedback software in laboratory classes for chemistry student teachers who are taught at our institute. Unfortunately, this reduced the size of the population; on the other hand, we had direct access to the students and were involved with the class at this early stage. During the spring semester of 2015 39 students, and one year later 41 students received feedback and were additionally asked to evaluate the feedback received. From these cohorts, 19 and 22 respectively filled out the questionnaire completely. Given the positive evaluation in our laboratory classes, we tested the feedback system in a large-scale laboratory class for chemistry minors at a neighboring institute, afterwards. This class was selected, because the structure of the supporting web-based trainings and the final exam was largely similar to our laboratory class. In the spring semester of 2017, 781 students were enrolled in this class. About 200 were actively participating in the voluntary web-based training. More than 50 %, 134 students, were reading their feedback messages and about 35 were participating in the evaluation.

In parallel to the evaluation of the use perceived in the large laboratory class, we attempted at first to assess the impact of such an automated feedback on students in the same laboratory. For this purpose, we made use of the final exam statistics of two different student groups: The first group were 114 biology students who visited the laboratory in the autumn semester 16/17, the other group were 201 students majoring in human, dental or veterinary medicine in the spring semester 17. These two groups were chosen because the final exams as well as the composition of the students enrolled were quite similar to those of the year before. The fail and pass rates of the aforementioned laboratory classes were compared with those of the year before to provide an insight into the impact of the automated feedback. The year before, 133 biology students and 145 medicine students visited the laboratory.

4.3. Results: Perceived use of Automated Feedback

The questionnaire survey of the evaluation of the trials in 2015 and 2016 showed the first encouraging results (cf. Table 1). Students saw the feedback system as beneficial, and requested further feedback. These findings remained constant over all cohorts. Students of the large cohort in 2017 saw a stronger benefit for their test preparation. This could be explained by the larger population, because the situation in class is more anonymous and some students may feel less supervised and, therefore, unsupported. This is the explanation for the slightly stronger wish for further feedback, and shows the great potential residing in such a feedback system. Overall, this first evaluation shows that this type of automated feedback meets the students’ needs for more individual support at the university level. Large classes in particular, where there is a high degree of anonymity, benefit through the automated feedback by the ESF Edit.

Table 1. Students’ Ratings Regarding Different Aspects of the Feedback Received

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Received</th>
<th>2015 (n = 19)</th>
<th>2016 (n = 22)</th>
<th>2017 (n ≈ 35)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit in general</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit in test preparation</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for further feedback</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 means highest accordance, 6 means highest discordance.

4.4. Results: Impact of Automated Feedback Delivery

For a complete evaluation of the developed software tool, it is not only necessary to evaluate the students’ perspective in terms of a questionnaire survey, but the impact thereof has also to be verified, thereby obtaining the institutional perspective. The final exam statistics reveal an obvious improvement if an automated feedback is available for students (cf. Table 2). The increased pass rates result in a Cohen’s d of about .21 in the case of the medicine students and .52 in the laboratory of the biology students. The latter is viewed as a medium effect by Cohen [31] and is assigned to the desired effects by Hattie [32].

Table 2. Statistics of the final exams with and without automated feedback in introductory chemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Received Feedback</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Enrolled Students</th>
<th>Average Score %</th>
<th>Passed %</th>
<th>Failed %</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Fall 16/17</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Fall 15/16</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human, Dental, and Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Spring 17</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Spring 16</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All in all, it can be stated that automatically generated formative feedback through the combination of LMSA Kit and ESF Edit is beneficial from different perspectives. Students appreciate this new type of feedback, and institutions such as universities, as well as students, can profit in the form of increased pass rates.

5. Usability of the ESF Edit

In our trials, the feedback tested was designed by experts, namely the developers of the ESF Edit, but the ESF Edit should allow the generation of such a feedback even by inexperienced users. We thus conducted a Delphi study to answer the second research question. A Delphi study is a special iterative interrogation process with the aim of generating a group consensus of an expert group [33]. This type of study is easy to realize, and the results usually outperform other interrogation methods for expert groups, for instance, “Prediction Markets” [34].

5.1. Methods

There are a lot of forms and variants of Delphi studies [35,36]. In our case, we preferred a fast interrogation process, which is why we chose a variant of micro Delphi studies in combination with a shortened expert group. Instead of a consecutive second presence interrogation cycle, the experts received the second survey via e-mail immediately after the first interrogation cycle. The smaller size of the expert group reduces the accuracy of the result of the study, but this was acceptable, as we were only interested in the major trends.

5.2. Participants and Data Collection

The expert group consisted of 11 participants: student teachers in their last semester at the university. None of them had worked with the software before. The participants received a short handbook about the ESF Edit a few days before the study to familiarize them with the principles of the software and the snippets. The software was handed to the participants at the first meeting. Additionally, two saved feedback generation processes were included as sample material: A feedback generation program only writing “Hello, World”, as can be seen in Figure 2; and another, more complex feedback generation process, which had been used for tests in 2015 and 2016. Thus, the participants could open a saved feedback generation process. The participants could work with the software for about an hour, before they answered the first survey. The survey consists of different Likert scale items and additional open-ended questions addressing the following topics: User Interface, Usage of Snippets, Scripting, and Compilation Process.

After all participants had submitted their questionnaires, the mean and the standard deviation were calculated for the Likert scale items. Additionally, the open-ended answers were collected. For the next interrogation cycle, the experts received edited copies of their surveys via e-mail with mean and deviation for every Likert scale item and the collected free text answers. The answers given initially by each participant were highlighted, so they could assess their answers in relation to the whole group. They revised the surveys at home and sent the revision back one week later.

5.3. Results of the Delphi Study

The Likert scale in every item ranges from 1 “total accordance” to 8 “total discordance” (cf. Table 3). The Likert scale items showed an average standard deviation of about 1.76 in the first interrogation cycle. The deviation decreased in the resubmitted surveys by about 0.15 to 1.62. This can be considered as evidence of a working consensus evolving within the expert group. The average deviation in the first two topics is smaller than in the last two. The first two topics, the “User Interface” and the “Usage of Snippets”, address basic functions which are comparable to activities in some MS Office applications. Therefore, the participants were familiar with it; that is also why there was greater accord with regard to these topics. The more unfamiliar they were with the topic, the more discordant were their ratings. The script language and the compilation of a program are especially challenging for unskilled users. Participants with experience in this area rated completely differently, causing the high average deviation.

The topic most unanimously rated was the “User Interface” (cf. Figure 6), albeit the second topic “Usage of Snippets” had only a slightly higher deviation. It is apparent that the users did not seem to be confused by the complexity of the user interface. Perhaps some control elements, such as the menu bar, are familiar from other software. Nevertheless, the intuitive usage and the user friendliness need to be improved in further versions. The control elements were placed at the right spot, the number of control elements seemed to be appropriate for the users, and the toolbox on the right-hand side provided purposeful access for them (cf. Figure 7). Additionally, the participants saw that the snippets allowed the construction of complex solutions in an effective way. Nonetheless, handling and arranging the snippets was perceived as a complex process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Average Deviation 1st Interrogation Cycle</th>
<th>Average Deviation 2nd Interrogation Cycle</th>
<th>Change in Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of Snippets</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script Editors</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilation Process</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.76</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.62</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In contrast to the first two topics, the “Script Editors” and the “Compilation Process” were rated low (cf. Figure 8 and Figure 9). The low rating is due to the unfamiliar activities encountered during the process. Writing in a script language or compiling programs to prepare the feedback generation is difficult for users without experience of programming. The guidance provided in the ESF Edit, such as error messages or highlighting wrongly connected snippets, is not sufficient for inexperienced users (cf. Table 4).
Arising out of these results, we propose to include more information and guidance, such as additional video tutorials demonstrating the different steps of feedback generation and the various aspects of handling the ESF Edit. Furthermore, users will receive additional guidance within the user interface through cursor-led tool tips explaining the control elements when the cursor hovers above them. The script editors will be linked more closely to the target software, which is used later as the data source for the feedback generation. In this way, the script editors could offer help in writing the correct condition. We are working on a solution where users can click the whole script out of ready-to-use templates within a script editor. Further tutorials and instructional material should help the users to fulfill the compilation process.

6. Conclusion

Current LMSs cannot provide students with sufficient formative feedback about their learning. Even existing EDM solutions only offer basal information about the learning progress. While teachers can certainly benefit from the insights offered by EDM solutions, such as the LMSA Kit, they are still not able to address all students with specific feedback. Consequently, the full potential for instruction reaching students is not being realized. This gap is closed by the ESF Edit, which can provide feedback based on the LMSA Kit or any other EDM solution, and conveys the feedback to the students. This offers a great extension to existing and future EDM solutions. Generating the feedback programs might be time-consuming for a one-time usage of the program, whereas frequent usage through repeated classes compensates for the time taken in implementation. Combining the LMSA Kit and the ESF Edit allows generation of individual feedback messages for large groups of students. This formative feedback can address specific students’ needs, and the results of the trials during 2015 to 2017 have proved its usefulness and practicability. Students appreciate this new type of formative feedback, and consider it useful for final exam preparation. This estimated, perceived use is not only a result in the questionnaire survey, but the impact of the automated feedback can be also identified from the comparison of the final exam statistics. Implementation of the feedback system resulted in a medium, improvement in the pass rates.

We conducted a Delphi study to further investigate the usability of the ESF Edit, especially for inexperienced users to answer the second research question. Users managed to navigate on the user interface and the complexity did not seem to confuse, but the study helped us to identify areas for future improvements. More guidance is needed within the software and outside in terms of further instructional material. Currently, we are including an advanced help system that supports inexperienced users through popup boxes. During the process of revising the instructional material, we are enlarging the material with documented sample projects, how-to guides and video tutorials. We should be able to overcome the existing weaknesses through this package of improvements.

After the refinements are finished, we plan to localize the software tools and the instruction material to address a wider public. Both programs will be available, free of charge, for educational purposes on our institute’s homepage.
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